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AI is probably the most important thing
humanity has ever worked on.
I think of it as something more profound
than electricity or fire.
Any time you work with technology, you
need to learn to harness the benefits
while minimizing the downsides.
– Sundar Pichai, CEO, Google
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Part of a new industrial revolution?

1800s
Steam, water, mechanical
production equipment

1900s 1960s Today
Division of labor,
electricity, mass
production

The Information Age –
Electronics, IT, Mass
Communication, Internet

AI, nanotech, biotech,
cyber-physical systems,
digital labor

The “4th industrial revolution” (cyber-physical systems) is beginning
and its impact is profound according to the World Economic Forum founder, Klaus Schwab.
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Thrilling, complex change spawns major dilemma

45% of activities
people perform in U.S.
workplaces today can
be automated using
already demonstrated
technologies.
McKinsey & Company, “Four fundamentals
of Workforce Automation”, November 2015
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Our clients are anxious about business model disruption
And they do not feel prepared to handle it.

Concerned

65

Percentage of CEOs who
are concerned that new
entrants are disrupting their
business models

46

Executives that see disruptive
change coming fast

%
%

Unprepared
Many fear that their companies are at
significant risk of disruption or
displacement.

53
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%

Percentage of CEOs who
believe that their company
is not disrupting the
industry’s business models
enough
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Integrating key enabling technologies
Executing on the four pillars of the 21st Century Enterprise requires integrating enabling technologies

Data Management

Data Analytics

Blockchain

AI/Cognitive
Automation

Cloud ERP and APIs

Hardware – Drones,
Sensors, 3D Printers

Cyber Security

Interfaces – Mobile,
Voice/NLP, Chat Bots,
AR/VR
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Act
like a human

Rule
Fol l owi ng

L earn i n g

R easoni ng

Basic process
automation

Enhanced
automation

Cognitive
automation

— Macro-based
applets

— Built-in knowledge
repository

— Artificial
intelligence

— Screen level and
OCR data
collection

— Learning
capabilities

— Natural language
recognition and
processing

— Workflow
automation

— Self-learning
(sometimes self
— Pattern recognition
optimizing)
— Reading source
— Processing of
data manuals
super data sets
— Natural language
— Predictive
processing
analytics/hypothes
is generation

— Process mapping
— Self executing

— Ability to work with
unstructured data

Think
like a human

— Evidence-based
learning
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The impacts will transform operating models
Cost Efficiency
Estimates suggest that a
software robot is
approximately 1/3 of the
cost of an offshore FTE.
Digital labor savings are
estimated to be between
three and ten times the cost
of implementing the
automation

Quality/Reliability
Software do what you tell
them to do and keep the
perfect audit trail – when
properly configured they do
not make mistakes and
thereby eliminate human
error

Productivity/
Performance

Consistency/
Predictability

Software robots work 24/7,
and 365 days a year; do
not take vacations; and
perform tasks at digital
speeds

Expected reduction in
mistakes, accidents,
regulatory violations, and
fraud

Employee Satisfaction
& Innovation

Scalability

Eliminating mundane and
repetitive tasks frees up
human talent to innovate
and create
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Software robots scale
instantaneously at digital
speeds to respond to
fluctuating workloads. There
is also no overtime, no
hiring challenges, and no
training
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How can internal audit help the organization?
In a business environment that’s changing at a faster rate than ever before,
internal auditors play an increasingly important role.

86

92

64

With the vast uncertainties presented by an onslaught of disruptive forces, the
internal audit function must keep pace to help the organization understand and
manage the associated risks, achieve expected results from automation, and
continue to innovate to add value.

Key opportunities for internal audit within intelligent automation initiatives include the following:
Internal Audit can help to integrate
governance, risk and controls
considerations throughout the
automation program life cycle as an
organization establishes and
implements its program.

Internal audit can help the
organization identify opportunities to
embed automation-enabled
control activities within the
impacted business processes
and functions.

Finally, the internal audit
organization can capitalize on
intelligent automation innovations to
increase the efficiency and
effectiveness of its own activities.

Internal Audit as an independent
assurance provider

Internal Audit as a business advisor

Internal Audit as a business leader
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How to approach Risk, Security, and Privacy?
Applying Leading Practices
(i.e., What’s new)

Applying industry leading frameworks
(i.e., What we already knew)

Plan the bot

Plan the bot

— Select the right processes; Optimize these processes
before automation
— Establish ownership of bots & accountable individuals for
each bot between business and CoE
— Establish baseline bot architecture, logging, security control
patterns, and monitoring requirements

— Establish or integrate with a governance framework to
enable and support security and risk management
— Identify impacted regulatory requirements, including data
privacy and data protection
— Establish a mapping of all controls impacted before design
and build
— Ensure appropriate redundancy and backup processing is
retained for specific high risk processes

Build the bot

Build the bot

— Automation tools should refer to screen elements or field
level attributes rather than position
— Where possible, ensure bots can work with web services or
write directly to a database so that bots can be more
resilient to screen level changes
— Integrate ‘privacy by design’ considerations as required
under applicable laws
— Ensure input and output bot datasets are tamper proof and
have integrity

— Apply principles like DevOps to the model lifecycle to
mitigate the risk of false positives
— Establish separate environments for Bot development, QA
and production
— Ensure bots are developed to specified requirements and
secure coding practices
— Apply principles of ‘least privilege’ and ‘privacy by design’ to
constrain bot access
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How to approach Risk, Security, and Privacy? (continued)
Applying Leading Practices
(i.e., What’s new)

Applying industry leading frameworks
(i.e., What we already knew)

Run the bot

Run the bot

— Manage changes to the robot configuration and any
integrated up and downstream processes in a controlled
manner
— Establish sensors and detailed logging to enable activity
monitoring and traceability for transactions where
applicable
— Ensure that bot communications over wire are encrypted

RPA Experience

— Ensure the robotic workforce have turned up for work – i.e.
are logged in, functioning, balancing workloads
— Backup all bots in production. Consider the use of
redundant / backup parallel processing for critical bots
— Regularly assess the failover and recovery capability and
plans to ensure any disruption in the robotic availability
does not impact the business

NIST

COBIT
GAPP
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Opportunities for internal controls automation
Control cost drivers:
— Automation level
— Frequency of performance

Errors/corrections/
turnover

— Duration of performance
— Level of staff performing the control
— Number of instances of control performance

Management
review

Testing and
audit costs
Controlling the “Visible
Costs” of Compliance
with Control Test
Automation Automating
the 3rd Line of Defense
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Performance
Controlling the “Hidden Costs” of
Compliance with Control
Performance Automation
Automating the 1st Line of Defense
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Case Study: IA creates tools that are adopted by the business
The internal audit function of an energy company with a significant number of infrastructure projects is performing a
review of whether the technicians and workers had valid certifications to perform required construction tasks.
Hand-off to Second Line

Analytics-enabled solution
Internal Audit created a set of
analytics to compare the dates
on project tasks to employee
certifications attributes. An
interactive report was created
that allowed users to quickly
identify exceptions and drill into
project and personnel details.

The construction project management function team
wanted to identify and prevent these exceptions more
proactively and decided to adopt the tool built by IA.
They bought licenses and agreed to use and maintain the
analytics tool fundamentally changing their process and
related controls going forward.
“The auditee was so impressed by the easy
access to these certification insights, they
wanted to own the tool. We initially had
concerns about our objectivity should we
audit the process again, but after consulting
several stakeholders finally agreed that this
was the most efficient way to help the
business reduce risk.”

- Jeff, Internal Audit Manager
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Example areas of automated solutions for control testing
Business process testing – Automated testing of manual and automated controls
Manual

Automated

Other Control Testing

—
—
—
—
—
—
—
—

—
—
—
—
—

—
—
—
—
—
—

Reconciliations
A/R Aging
Cash Transfers
Journal Entry Analysis
Fee Audits
Loan Review
Nightly Settlement
Contract Compliance

Edit Checks
Validations
Calculations
Interfaces
Reports

Compliance testing
Cyber security testing
P&C Reserving
Payments – OFAC compliance
Payments reconciliations
Positive pay validation

IT controls testing – Automated testing of IT general controls by platform and/or ERP
Change Management

Logical Access

Computer Operations

—
—
—
—

—
—
—
—
—

—
—
—
—

Changes are Authorized
Changes are Tested
Changes are Approved
Dev Access to Production

Passwords
New Users
Periodic Review
Terminations
SOD
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Incident Management
Backups
Job Scheduling
Physical Security
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What activities are better candidates for basic process
automation?
Inputs files are natively digital, e.g.
structured data csv files, excel files in
defined formats, system generated PDFs

Input file are self-contained, i.e.
they don’t access to another
systems or files



Required outputs are clearly
defined with respect to content,
e.g. a list or table

There are clearly defined business
rules with limited or no exceptions.

Required outputs are flexible with
respect to format

Automation would result in significant
time savings, i.e. 100’s vs. 10’s of hours
Bear in mind that there may be multiple
tasks that are substantially the same
and could be automated as a group,
e.g. the same system access test is
performed for ten separate systems
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What activities are not ideal candidates for basic process
automation?
The inputs are
images, e.g.
scanned
documents or
pictures.

The amount of
time saved is
limited, i.e. less
than 80 hours.

The location of inputs is
variable or difficult to
predict, i.e. non-specific
language in a free-form email, physical signatures, or
non-standard contracts.

Performing the
task requires
access to systems
outside of the
provided data.

The business rules are
complex, inconsistent,
or require subject
matter expertise.
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The output must
be in a specific
format.

The activity is evolving or
unstable. New system
implementations are on
the horizon.
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Critical steps to get started with automation…

Align with existing organizational automation capabilities on process, tools,
governance.
Establish clear goals and success criteria.
Think about strategy and process first – then consider task-level automation.
Don’t “pave the cow path” – consider improving the process first, then automating.
Talk with your team about goals and opportunities for automation.
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Governance models are being stretched by disruption
The traditional “Three Lines of Defense” model is being challenged by the scale, scope, and pace of
technological change and business model disruptions.
20th Century
Internal Audit
Focuses on objectivity
in a role to detect
weaknesses in how
effectively the
organization manages
risk, usually by
comparing against a
defined standard.

21st Century
Internal Audit

— More than 50%
of executives say
that internal audit
needs to…

The rapid pace of change
demands that internal
— Be more diverse in
audit work with the
skills and activities
business to embed the
— Be more proactive
risk and performance
with stakeholders
mindset into new process
and technologies as they — Be able to match the
are implemented.
sophistication and
complexity of audit
Internal Audit creates
targets
monitoring solutions
adopted by the business
– Seeking value through Internal Audit,
KPMG
International (2016, 2017)
blurring the boundaries
between the first and
second lines.
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Getting back to basics
“Internal auditing is an independent, objective
assurance and consulting activity designed to add value
and improve an organization's operations. It helps an
organization accomplish its objectives by bringing a
systematic, disciplined approach to evaluate and
improve the effectiveness of risk management, control,
and governance processes.”
– IIA Definition of Internal Audit
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Some or all of the services described herein may not be
permissible for KPMG audit clients and their affiliates or
related entities.

kpmg.com/socialmedia
The information contained herein is of a general nature and is not intended to address the circumstances of any particular individual or
entity. Although we endeavor to provide accurate and timely information, there can be no guarantee that such information is accurate as
of the date it is received or that it will continue to be accurate in the future. No one should act on such information without appropriate
professional advice after a thorough examination of the particular situation.
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